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A. AIX with the XIV connected to it
B. SVC with the XIV connected to it
C. N series gateway with XIV as back-end storage
D. SONAS gateway with XIV as back-end storage

Answer: D

QUESTION: 60
When is the best time to complete a TDA for XIV?

A. after the XIV hardware is installed
B. before the customer starts to use the XIV hardware
C. after the XIV hardware is ordered
D. during the pre-sales activity before the hardware is ordered

Answer: D

QUESTION: 61
A customer reports performance problems on an XIV Gen3 system. After further
analysis of performance statistics, it appears that latency is high for reads but writes
are acceptable. I/O size is generally small, with more writes than reads.Which
option is likely to help the situation?

A. implementvolume striping on the host
B. installSSDsintheXIVsystem
C. install ECoE adapters in the host
D. enable IBM Easy Tier on the volumes

Answer: B

QUESTION: 62
For optimum redundancy, how many paths between the host and a 15 module XIV
should be configured for each LUN?

A. 12 paths
B. 6 paths
C. 4 paths
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D. 2 paths

Answer: B

QUESTION: 63
A customer wants to ensure resource availability for their SAP application by
implementing Q0S. How could the performance class be defined?

A. limited to 10,000 IOPS and add the SAP application servers to it
B. limited to 10,000 IOPS and add all hosts except the SAP application to it
C. for half of the interface modules add all hosts, with the remaining modules
serving the SAP application
D. for half of the interface modules add the SAP application, with the remaining
modules serving all other I/O

Answer: B

QUESTION: 64
A customer complains that their SAP database now performs worse than it did
before being migrated from traditional RAID storage to XIV. The database was
configured using 20 x 200GB XIV LUNs presented to an AIX 6 host OS where
they are concatenated and striped into six volumes for the databases and logs. No
changes have been made in the transition to XIV. What if anything can be done to
improve performance?

A. the SAP volumes should be put into a QoS Performance Class
B. add Fibre Channel adapters to the host and balance volumes across the adapters
C. implement static load balancing and increase the queue depth of the host
adapters
D. the databases should be reorganized into larger volumes on the XIV and not
striped within the OS

Answer: D

QUESTION: 65
Which two of the following IBM products assure online data migration?
(Selecttwo)
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A. DS8870
B. XIV Storage System
C. SAN Volume Controller
D. DS5000series
E. FlashSystems

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 66
A customer wants to know how much capacity has been consumed against the
Capacity on Demand entitlement on their XIV system. How would the technical
specialist determine the capacity consumed?

A. running the XCLI command cod_list
B. running the XCLI command system_capacity_list
C. running the XCLI command vol_list and summing the Used Capacity column
D. looking at the soft consumed capacity in the bottom left corner of the XIV GUI

Answer: A

QUESTION: 67
What is the maximum period of time the XIV system stores detailed host and
volume data?

A. forever
B. 365days
C. 90days
D. 30days

Answer: D

QUESTION: 68
Based on best practice, what is the optimal number of SVC Fibre Channel
connections to a full 15 module XIV?

A. connect the SVC to 6 XIV ports
B. connect the SVC to 9 XIV ports
C. connect the SVCto 12 XIV ports
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D. connecttheSVCtol6XlVports

Answer: C

QUESTION: 69
Following a proof of concept, it has been determined that an eleven module XIV
system containing 2 TB drives is the minimum configuration suitable for the
workload, which consists primarily of random writes. The customer is concerned
about the upfront costs so the sales representative has suggested a six module
system with 3 TB drives, which would also provide amplecapacityfor the
application. Given the customer’s concerns, which configuration should the
technical specialist recommend to best meet the customer’s requirements?

A. a six module XIV with 3 TB drives and SSDs
B. an eleven module XIV with 3 TB drives and six CoD activations C. an eleven
module XIV with 2 TB drives and eight CoD activations D. a nine module XIV
with 2 TB drives and six CoD activations

Answer: C

QUESTION: 70
When creating a thin provisioned volume on an XIV the maximumcapacityis
limited by:

A. the vol_size_max configuration parameter
B. the availablecapacityin the XIV system
C. the softcapacityof the storage pool where the volume resides
D. the hard capacity of the storage pool where the volume resides

Answer: C
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